The reinforced concrete basement liner walls are progressing and are around 90% complete.

Core G first to second floor has been poured and the formwork is being installed for the second to third floor, with a pour planned for the end of the week.

We will also start to install the remaining formwork to the ground floor slab, suspended above the basement area. Core F formwork will be installed and a concrete pour will be undertaken towards the end of the week.

Core H alterations adjacent to Inspace are complete, and the remaining pile caps and ground beams will have the steel reinforcement installed ready for concrete in this area near the pend shear wall.

Pile cropping works will continue adjacent to Potterrow Road.

---

Works Happening Next Week

Core G concrete pour planned for the third to fourth floor.

Remainder of basement floor slab and basement liner walls will be completed this week.

Preparation works for the Colonnade column ground beams adjacent to Potterrow row will begin.

---
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